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Abstract: Unforeseen circumstances that occur anywhere in the world following natural disasters,
humanitarian and health emergencies, armed conflicts, or in the presence of migratory flows, require
adequate and immediate responses. This work aims to analyze the project requirements useful to
realizing modular systems for residential, multifunctional, and hospital intended use, which, even if
temporary, can ensure a high-performance standard in terms of comfort and energy efficiency, and at
the same time guarantee the possibility of use in the widest possible range and in rapid execution
times. The considered requirements have been those of settlement in the territory, energy efficiency,
transportability, and re-usability. Temporary modular systems put in place with the abovementioned
requirements are the basis of the design proposal; to realize this, they are made with dry technology
to be reusable and energy-efficient. Furthermore, this enables the reduction of the minimum modules’
production and times of execution in applying both requirements of standardization and modular
coordination. All these requirements also add to the ones relating to energy efficiency, transportability,
and reusability, which are the pillars of the project for the achievement of performance above all
in terms of standards and comfort levels as it is possible to find in the sustainable building of the
living period.

Keywords: sustainable design; emergency situations; temporary modular systems

1. Introduction

The occurrence of natural disasters, humanitarian and health emergencies, armed
conflicts, or migratory flows can have an impact on the population and require assistance
and additional resources for management and relief. In addition, these can cause a large
number of human losses and represent a break in the relationship between people and
their environment [1,2]. The resulting state of emergency [3] can be defined as a sudden
phenomenon whereby urban spaces, in a short time, are transformed to accommodate
temporary settlements [4], which are a response to the needs of the population affected.

The term disaster, as defined from a terminological point of view (UNISDR, 2009) [5],
and later taken up by the Commission on International Law at the Third United Nations
World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction held in Sendai, Japan, March 2015 [6],
focuses mainly on the consequences that these events have on the functioning of society.
These events are so shocking that they no longer allow society itself to resume normal
functioning without external aid. In line with the above definitions, the CRED (Centre
for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters) also defines a disaster [7] as a situation or
event overwhelming local capacity and involving external assistance, a request both at the
national and international level.

In the period from 1998 to 2009, different types of disasters, including the meteoro-
logical, geophysical, and technological ones, have been mapped by the EEA (European
Environment Agency) [8]. At the same time, the agency provided data for 32 countries
under consideration, of which 27 correspond to the EU Member States. Others are Iceland,
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Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland, and Turkey. According to the survey, the number
and impact of disasters in Europe caused more than 100,000 deaths and economic losses
estimated at EUR 150 billion with a strong increase. The impact of natural hazards, in terms
of fatal accidents, throughout Europe is not uniform. As also shown in the report drawn
up by UNISDR (United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction) [9], Italy is one of the
countries most sensitive to catastrophic events and ranks among the top 10 countries in
the world for value generated and expected average losses caused by catastrophic natural
events, occupying the fourth place behind Japan, the United States, and China.

The Italian territory already exposed to seismic, volcanic, and hydrogeological risks [10]
now also faces the risks of climate change [11]; the latter has increased the risks for the
inhabitants exponentially [12].

Moreover, Italy dealt with various emergencies caused by natural disasters (earth-
quakes, landslides, floods, exceptional snowfalls, etc.), some of which occurred at the
same time, as reported, for example, in the chronicle of the day of 18 January 2017 [13], in
which abundant snowfalls occurred after the earthquake. Many devasting events that have
interested Italy in the past five decades have given rise to the need for immediate responses
to an unexpected demand for housing [14] that are appropriate to the different climatic
situations [15], depending on the context.

Finally, the study (Coronese et al.) [16] was carried out concerning the analysis of data
relating to a large number of disasters, it is shown that the damage caused by extreme
events has increased considerably in the last 50 years; in fact, taking as reference the period
between 1970 and 2010, the analysis of the data has demonstrated that the economic impact
of a particularly nefarious disaster has increased approximately 20 times.

Over time, an important debate about the most appropriate approaches and models
for emergency management has been developed; for example, the post-emergency recon-
struction process theorized by Kates and Haas [17] addresses the issue of how to rebuild
after a disaster, with an approach that starts from the assumption that the reconstruction
must be a process “ordered, knowable and predictable” first and foremost.

The authors, therefore, envisage not so much a method, but rather a real model derived
from the analysis of dozens of cases in various parts of the world. In contrast to this model,
Hogg [18] and Neal [19] argue that a linear and orderly representation cannot be sought in
the face of uncertain process dynamics; they observe that the four phases identified by Kates
and Hass can, in many cases, not be distinguished, taking place almost simultaneously and
interweaving each other.

The debate, to date, is still open and focused on how the context and scenario can in-
fluence the reconstruction process regarding objectives, strategies, and governance [20,21].

The management models and the temporary buildings that can be used in the emer-
gency, the latter object of the present work, are traceable to diversified solutions for the
various phases. The reconstructive process [22,23] develops, in fact, in different phases,
such as acute, post-acute, rehabilitation, and reconstruction. The acute emergency phase
develops itself between 12 and 48 h after the event. The settlements, in this phase corre-
sponding to the very early hours, are made with tents. At first, the civil protection areas
are set up as waiting, aggregation of the rescuers, and shelter areas for the reception of the
people in the tents, with more rapidly mounting solutions therefore prepared to provide a
shelter ready from the first night. The next post-acute phase goes from 2 to 30 days and also
in this phase the tents are used. The next phase of rehabilitation goes from 1 to 3 months
until 12 months and beyond in many cases; in this phase, there is the dismantling of the
tents, and the settlements for hospitalizing the population are made of temporary buildings
that are emergency housing units, such as containers or prefabricated buildings. The timing
of the different phases is indicative because it is dictated by the contingent situations that
occur for the specific disaster [24,25].

In the context of temporary buildings [26], emergency housing units are considered to
be suitable solutions to meet the housing needs of the population for an estimated period
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of approximately two years; the latter is taken as a reference period necessary for damaged
and/or no longer usable buildings to be rebuilt and/or repaired and to be occupied again.

2. Project Requirements

The focus of this paper is to identify the project requirements [27] for the implementa-
tion of modular systems for residential, multifunctional, and hospital intended use, that,
although temporary, can ensure a high standard of performance in terms of comfort and
energy efficiency and, at the same time, ensure the possibility of use in the widest possible
range and in rapid execution times, as well as to re-employ at another site once they have
ended their function at the end of an emergency period [28,29]. The requirements adopted
and the basis of the project proposal were those of settleability in the territory, energy
efficiency, transportability, and reuse.

Modular systems must be designed and built to meet the different needs of users and
must be usable in different emergency contexts [30]; this means providing for their use in
different possible locations and different climatic contexts.

Furthermore, the special nature of emergency construction [31] requires the construc-
tion to run very fast, and consequently, for that type of building, strong importance assumes
the ability to transport components.

Taking into account these additional considerations, the project proposal concerns a
modular system made in a different environment from that of use, whose components are
therefore produced in the factory, easily transportable, quickly assembled, and adaptable to
the morphological, environmental, and climatic characteristics of the territory of settlement,
as well as achievable at a spatial level and for the number of units, in a functional way
compared to the size of the emergency and, finally, reusable [32]. The project module must
also be adaptable to use as a single and self-sufficient building or, usable as a structure in
support of another existing in the context.

2.1. Settleability in the Territory

This criterion has to be taken into account still in the planning phase of the emergency
response [33]. It is observed that the emergency response in terms of temporary buildings
adapted to the context is the more effective the more it is previously planned to identify
and prepare the necessary spaces for the operations of assistance to the population and the
restoration of the primary functions of the community [34]. The success and the feasibility
of the intervention, therefore, depend on the ability of local governments to operate in the
field of planning the development of the territory and the protection of public safety.

To ensure proper emergency planning, it is necessary first of all to identify the areas
necessary for the management of a crisis linked to the violent alteration of spatial planning.
Emergency planning, therefore, cannot be understood only as a simple “census of resources”
or as a “codification of the procedures for activation of the civil protection system in case of
emergency” but as a real fundamental tool to organize the territory concerning the possible
risks to which it is exposed.

The “spaces” to be identified in the emergency plan may be defined as:

- clustering areas, for the dispatch of civil protection forces and resources in the case of
an event;

- waiting for areas or “meeting points”, as a point of collection of the population at the
occurrence of a calamitous event;

- reception areas, for the installation of suitable materials and facilities to ensure housing
assistance to the population.

- The attention goes to these latter ones that must have some specific characteristics:
- suitable, in terms of size, for accommodating the number of persons expected to be

affected by the emergency;
- located on a site easily accessible even by large vehicles;
- the availability of easily connectable water and electricity resources in the vicinity;
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- are safe areas about possible risks of flooding, hydrogeological disruption, or disrup-
tion of services and/or use of primary infrastructure.

The requirement of settlement is not specific to the system but becomes essential so
that any design proposal can have the opportunity to be successfully implemented.

2.2. Energy Efficiency for Temporary Buildings

Facing numerous seismic events [35] that have included Italy, the use of temporary
buildings [36], both for residential units and school modules, exceeded two years. This is
shown in the analysis of the responses given to emergencies [37], as in the case of the
earthquake in L’Aquila in 2009 [38]; these, to date, are still in use by the MUSP (Figure 1)
Modules for Temporary School Building, including several cases over more than ten years
of use.
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Figure 1. Modules for Temporary School Building intended use—Elementary School Circolo Rodari,
Muspino di Sassa, L’Aquila.

In particular, the Directive 2010/31 in Article 4, concerning the energy performance
requirement applied to temporary buildings, lays down minimum energy performance
requirements for buildings or building units to achieve cost-optimal levels. According to
this, the minimum requirements for the temporary building could not be applied by the
Member States, as the period of use is deemed not to exceed two years.

Temporary buildings used in emergencies are therefore not required to meet the
minimum energy performance requirements; however, being used for many more years
than originally planned, not only do they not guarantee the comfort of the occupants, but
also they are, economically, very expensive from a managerial point of view because of
their high energy consumption, protracted over time.

Considering the MAP (temporary housing modules) (Figure 2), illustrative is the
fact that occurred in the aftermath of the earthquake that struck Emilia Romagna in 2012,
in which, due to the high cost of energy consumption for domestic use borne by families,
the Emilia Romagna Region had to intervene to sign a specific agreement on tariffs with
Enel (National Authority for Electricity) [39].

The continuous occurrence of calamitous events and the consequent use of temporary
emergency buildings [40,41] has therefore also led the theme of temporary and quality
housing to a constant confrontation to the planning of emergency interventions and the
possible lines of development that can be adopted in emergency planning.
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To meet the energy efficiency requirements [42] for the design of the building envelope,
technological solutions may be proposed based on the use of technical elements made with
wall and floor stratigraphies using concrete structural panels, pre-accoupled with rock
wool insulation panels [43,44], or based on the use of container modules [45,46], suitably
insulated by the application of a layer of insulating paint. A building envelope, regardless
of the construction technique used to make it, must ensure internal environmental comfort
and, with few changes, must be able to be used in different climatic situations.

Finally, to achieve high energy performance of the system in relation to the needs
estimated for the specific case, it is possible to use systems based on the production of
energy from renewable sources, for example, with the use of photovoltaic systems and
integrated solar thermal panels.

2.3. Transportability

As one of the requirements is the portability of the system [47], in designing the
system from the dimensional point of view, reference was made to the dimensions of the
containers that could be used for transport. As is known, containers are multipurpose,
suitable for use in various types of freight transport, thanks to their robustness, practicality,
and standardization (ISO 668:2020). The many advantages of using containers have led to
a rapid spread of this system, which was developed between the 1960s and 1970s, starting
from an idea of the American entrepreneur Malcolm Purcell McLean [48], considered by
many the “father” of containerization, which is now a universally recognized and used
standard [49].

With the use of the container, goods can be moved without having to handle them
individually; the advantages are mainly the reduction in the damages of the cargo and
more efficient logistic operations, with the result of a greater speed of boarding and disem-
barkation, which translates into an increase in the worked volumes, and a drastic reduction
in handling costs.

The container according to the reference standard is permanent and therefore suffi-
ciently resistant to be used repeatedly; it is especially designed to facilitate the transport of
goods by one or more modes of transport, without intermediate load. It shall be equipped
with devices for prompt handling, in particular, the transfer from one mode of transport to
another; it shall be designed to be easy to fill and empty; it shall have an internal volume
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equal to or greater than 1 m3 (35,3ft3). In the case of emergencies, the advantage of the use
of the container is evidenced in the fact that the marine/fluvial shipments are integrated
with those of transport on road and railway and therefore, the effective realization of the
multimodality can guarantee the transport of the modules with greater speed from the
place of deposit to the site of use.

From the dimensional point of view, the container is a metal parallelepiped with
measures established in the international ISO in 1967. Faced with a common width of 8 feet
(about 244 cm) the container has heights of 8 feet (about 244 cm), 8 feet and 6 inches (about
259 cm), and 9 feet and 6 inches (about 290 cm) and are made between other measures in
two standard lengths of 20 and 40 feet (approximately 605 cm and 1220 cm, respectively).

Types of Containers Available on the Market

Currently, on the market, there are, among others, four categories of containers of
standard dimensions, usable for transport and handling such as the container box, the high
cube container, the open-top container, and the flat rack container. Each container consists
of a load-bearing part and a carried part where the latter is not binding; therefore, different
configurations exist for the same container geometry of the four categories mentioned
above (Figure 3).
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There are two types of container boxes on the market, 20′ and 40′, with the length of
one double the other. The high cube container has the same dimensions as the 40′ container
box but with a higher height; both the container box and the high cube container have an
opening on one of the two short sides. The open-top container, as well as the container
box, comes in two versions, 20′ and 40′, one double the other, and has both an opening on
one of the two short sides, and on the roof. The flat rack container, also in two sizes, 20′

and 40′, has an opening on the long side of the container itself and the roof is not present.
Table 1 shows the dimensions of the different types of containers and Table 2 shows the
main dimensions reference for open-top containers, including both 20′ and 40′.
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Table 1. Dimensions for different types of containers.

Type of Container Length
min in mm

Width
min in mm

Height
in mm

Container Box 20′–40′ 6058 2438 2591

Container High Cube 12,192 2438 2896

Container Open Top 20′–40′ 6058 2438 2591

Container Flat Rack 20′–40′ 6058 2438 2591

Table 2. Main dimension references for 20′ and 40′ open-top containers.

20′ Open-Top Container

Measures External Internal Opening Side Opening Roof

Length 6058 mm 5800 mm - 5700 mm

Width 2438 mm 2310 mm 2280 mm 2150 mm

Height 2591 mm 2280 mm 2070 mm -

Interior volume 32.6 sqm

Max Load 27,980 kg

40′ Open-Top Container

Measures External Internal Opening Side Opening Roof

Length 12,192 mm 12,020 mm - 11,800 mm

Width 2438 mm 2320 mm 2280 mm 2150 mm

Height 2591 mm 2380 mm 2190 mm -

Interior volume 66.4 sqm

Max Load 26,680 kg

The dimensional analysis conducted on the types of containers on the market was
taken as a reference of the measures of the container model open-top 20′, and then the
design module of the proposed system was made to be compatible with it.

2.4. The Reusability

Concerning the reusability requirement, the choice of elements being made dry [50]
or modular, considered for each class of technical elements of the technological system,
significantly influenced the design proposal.

In particular, it should be noted that the foundations of columns with screws are
optimal [51]; made of hot-dip galvanized steel; available in different sizes both in height
and in diameter, where appropriate; and include propellers, depending on the bearing
capacity of the ground and the operating loads.

These types of foundations, particularly versatile for temporary use, are, in different
cases, a valid alternative to concrete ones, and are easy to install, remove, and reuse. Indeed,
they can be installed using pole-screwed fixtures and easily carried out in different ways,
as shown in Figure 4.

There exists the possibility of loading the foundations immediately after their construc-
tion with the non-use of benthic sludge, and the limited vibrations constitute indisputable
advantages of this type of foundation.
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2.5. Other Requirements

In addition to the above, the requirements of cost-effectiveness [52] and speed of
construction must also be taken into account [53]. The latter is undoubtedly achieved by
the choice of dry technology. The times, in this case, are dictated only by the assembly
of the component elements and there are, for example, waits for the maturation of any
castings or waiting times for drying, as in the case of wet processing.

3. The Project Proposal: Standardized Modules and Different Types of Intended Use

The project proposals for temporary buildings [54] that can be implemented in an
emergency [55] developed in this study concern housing [56], multifunctional [57], and san-
itary intended use [58]. For the first two applications, the study identified the optimal
technology to be used for modular cross-laminated timber (CLT) panels.

The identification of the module assumed the fundamental importance of the research.
The concept of modularity, in fact, declined in the study under two different aspects: the
functional–spatial modularity of the housing units and the technological modularity of the
elementary component, the panel.

The search for the optimal geometry of the panel module was conducted with the
following objectives: possibility of different assembly, to allow the realization of a range
of solutions of housing modules able to meet the different needs of users; possibility of
use in different emergency contexts [59]; and possibility of use of the same in different
locations [60] and in different climatic contexts [61].

Another aspect of fundamental importance that the research considered is that of the
speed of realization of modular systems. In order to satisfy this aspect, the study focused
on the choice of the dry construction process.

Finally, another aspect considered is that of the transportability of the components
of the system. As a result, a more in-depth study of the interaction between the dimen-
sional choice of the panel module and the design concept of the emergency construction
was necessary.

The results of this research generally contribute to the design quality [62], but above
all, they have significant implications concerning the simplification of the construction
process and the speed with which the works are carried out; consequently, the possibility
of using this type of construction in a wider range of applications is increased.

Finally, the design paid particular attention to energy performance [63] and indoor
comfort [64]. Temporary modules for both private and public use are commonly not
sufficiently efficient in terms of energy [65,66]; this not only affects the operating cost but
also has negative implications for indoor comfort.
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3.1. Temporary Buildings for Residential Intended Use

The design proposal of temporary high energy efficiency housing modules identified a
basic module of 120 cm (multiple of 30 cm) based on which the panels in plan and elevation
were designed: floor panel and wall panel, see Figure 5. For the floor slab there are two
types of panels one 120 × 120 cm and one 240 × 120 cm while in the raised four types of
panels: a 120 × 300 cm base panel, a window panel, and two panels, type C and type D,
and in combination form, the door and the respective shoulder pads.
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The following considerations played a fundamental role in the dimensional choice of
the component modules:

- the possibility to have on the market a large number of producers able to meet any
requests for contemporary production in large quantities as no special machinery
is needed;

- the possibility of finding large quantities of material needed for processing easily on
the market.

The attention to these aspects has an economically advantageous fallout which con-
tributes to the lower final cost of the system, as it operates in a competitive market regime.

From the study of the basic technological component “the panel”, we moved on
to the study of the spaces of the environmental units. The spaces of five basic environ-
mental units—the kitchen, the living room, the single room, the double room, and the
bathroom—were designed; to these spaces of use has been added space with a function
of transition between the external and internal environment. The spaces of the base units
are designed both in plan and in elevation, using the modular design panels illustrated
in Figure 5. Starting from these basic spaces, the study continued with the design of their
aggregation, thus obtaining different possible housing solutions, as illustrated in Figure 6.
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The environmental units can be composed in several ways, giving rise each time to a
different housing unit, obtaining a high spatial and functional flexibility, and using different
housing solutions. In fact, according to the needs of users and the climate conditions,
it would be possible to forecast both the right number of environmental units and the
aggregation forms in every kind of their types (compact or articulated), respectively.
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Figure 7 shows how obtainable multiple residential types are.
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Figures 9–16 shows the design solutions that can be traced back to four possible
models, in a compact and articulated form.
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The study dealt with the energy efficiency of temporary residences in the project phase.
Considering this to be a relevant issue both concerning the amount of energy resource
needed for the use of temporary emergency settlements, in which their reduction makes
them more sustainable, and concerning comfort for users. The research foresees that the
energy efficiency of the residences can be made optimal by passive systems, that is, by the
choice of the technology of the envelope, whose elements, both vertical and horizontal,
are made up of the structural panels in pre-and coupled with thermal insulation panels
made of rock wool, and from active systems that is through the use of photovoltaic systems
and integrated solar thermal panels, respectively, for the production of electricity and
domestic hot water with electric generator heat pump. The technology for both vertical
and horizontal enclosures is illustrated in Figure 17.

In order to obtain energy-efficient buildings, particular attention was paid to the
stratigraphy of the opaque envelope as shown in Figure 17. For the transparent parts
of the envelope (fixtures) the design thermal transmittance value Uw was considered to
be 1.5 W/sqmK. Since the adopted solution of the casing in the project achieves high
thermal insulation performance, in order to ensure healthy conditions and indoor comfort
through the necessary air exchange, controlled mechanical ventilation with heat recovery
is provided.

The energy performance check was carried out, which shows the same square meters
of the building surface, the non-renewable energy performance index EP gl,nren of the
compact form is equal to 3.41 kwh/sqm year, while in the case of the articulated form,
the non-renewable energy performance index EP gl,nren is equal to 11.66 kwh/sqm year.
This means that the geometric shape of the building plays a central role in achieving the
objective of energy efficiency, with equal technological choices, layer thicknesses, and equal
surfaces. In particular, it emerged that the use of the compact housing solution is more
adequate in cold climates than in warm climates where the choice of articulated housing
solutions is more adequate.

More generally, the study considers the architectural and technological design the
focal point for reaching optimal performance.
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3.2. Temporary Buildings for Multifunctional Intended Use

The design proposal for temporary multifunctional buildings concerned the devel-
opment of a modular system that was flexible regarding functional–spatial needs. The
project proposal is designed to support services for intermodal transport, to be placed in
public areas, such as waiting, ticket office, toilets, newsstand, and bar-cafeteria. However,
although the system is designed for this specific use, it is conceived to be composed flexibly,
to allow easy use for other possible uses such as housing and school.

In this section, only the multifunctional use is analyzed. The design proposal of
the case study has a maximum footprint in plan equal to 15.19 m × 14.78 m; the spaces
provided and their articulation consist, respectively, of a compass entrance, as a transition
space between the exterior and interior to improve energy performance, a central space for
the purchase of tickets, a waiting room, a corner for drinking, a sanitary room for users, in
addition to the area reserved for staff, articulated in a room for the issuance of tickets, an
office, a hygienic-sanitary room for staff, and a technical compartment for the location of
the plants, as shown in Figure 18.
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The horizontal and vertical structure is provided in CLT (cross-laminated timber)
panels; the vertical panels have a thickness of 12.5 cm; and the horizontal ones are equal to
16.50 cm. This material meets the requirements of sustainability, is easily machinable, and
also, with a suitable dimensioning of the modules, easily transportable. Figure 19 illustrates
the position and the abacus of the four types of vertical panels—A, B, C, and D—and also
shows the horizontal structure, both upper and lower, for which there are two types of
panels, 16 of type A, with dimensions equal to 240 cm × 486.3 cm, and 6 of type B, with
dimensions equal to 240 cm × 492.5 cm.

The project provides that the foundation technology unit can be built on poles, as
described in Section 2.4; however, since the bearing capacity conditions of the soils, which
may occur in situ are multiple, it is possible that in alternative such technological unit can
be built on site. In this case, the standard solution provided is a reinforced concrete platform
(Figure 20) with a thickness of 30 cm placed on a layer equal to 40 cm of granular cellular
glass, which ensures both summer and winter a high degree of thermal accumulation.

This solution allows the elimination of the thermal perimeter bridge and, after the
dismantling of the building, the stalls can be reused for other purposes. However, these
are not incompatible with the module other foundation solutions, such as the continuous
foundation with ventilated hornet’s nest and igloo (Figure 20). This solution has the
disadvantage of being less rapid in the construction phase and, after the dismantling of the
building in the event of reuse, requires the construction of a levelling jet, or, in the case of
total demolition, work and execution times are more expensive than the previous solution;
finally, from the point of view of energy containment, this does not allow an adequate
thermal accumulation to obtain high energy efficiency.
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Figure 20. Details of technologies adopted for closure.

As illustrated in Figure 20, particular care was given to the functional layers of closure;
the insulation was mainly entrusted to a layer of wood fiber with a thickness for the vertical
closure of 20 cm and for the horizontal closure of 22 cm, and an internal counter-wall
plaster fiber and insulating glass wool with a thickness of 5 cm.

Particular attention was paid to the elimination of the thermal bridges of the ground
connection through the use of extruded expanded polystyrene (XPS) (Figure 20).

On the southern front, there is a porch which has the function of rain protection and
shielding. The energy requirement is provided by electricity in part produced by the
photovoltaic panels placed on the roof. The planned systems consist of an electric invertible
heat pump with the heat transfer fluid water for heating and cooling and an air handling
unit for air conditioning only with heat recovery.

The sanitary hot water of the bathrooms is provided by a small independent heat
pump to supplement the production provided by the solar thermal panels installed on the
southern front of the roof (Figure 18).

The energy performance meets the requirements of the legal references currently in
force on Italian territory and transposing European directives. Design researchers have
tried to combine the formal and functional–spatial needs with the optimization of the same
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from the energy point of view. The volumetric and surface characteristics, the shape ratio,
and the overall thermal capacity adopted are described below in Table 3.

Table 3. Characteristics of the multifunctional module.

Gross Volume 1015.36 mc

Gross surface dispersant 791.92 sqm

Aspect ratio S/V 0.78 1/m

Dispersant gross area of the glazing 68.49 sqm

Whole heat capacity 16,847.13 kJ/K

Assuming the use of the module in different locations of the national territory and
in different climatic contexts, the study provided for performing energy simulations in
different locations of the Italian territory including Padua, Rome, Bari and Naples, in order
to verify performance as reported in Table 4.

Table 4. Electricity demand for the multifunctional module for cities taken into account.

PADUA ROME BARI NAPLES

Electricity demand for artificial lighting (kWh/year) 2111 2094 2090 2089

Electricity demand for heating (kWh/year) 12,800 9017 7545 6563

Electricity demand for cooling (kWh/year) 2505 3654 3631 4265

Electricity demand for domestic hot water (kWh/year) 134 75 67 64

Euro/year 2810 2375 2135 2080

For each locality, the annual electricity demand was calculated for artificial lighting,
heating, cooling, and domestic hot water. The total amount of the demand for the places
considered in euro was quantified (at the current cost of energy) as summarized in Table 4.

For reducing electricity demand from the grid, the use of photovoltaic panels and solar
thermal panels is foreseen in Table 5, which summarizes in % the coverage of the annual
needs due to this location-by-location strategy, quantifying the production of the solar
thermal system and the photovoltaic system. In addition, for each location, the amount of
primary global energy needed (row 3) is shown, in addition to the production of energy
due to renewable sources (row 4), and, finally, the residual electricity that must be taken
from the network (row 5). It was observed that the values of kWh/sqm year are extremely
low, especially for the towns of the center south.

Table 5. Quantification of renewable energy produced by the photovoltaic and solar thermal energy
plant and necessary waste energy required to show that the module is zero energy building.

ROW ITEM PADUA ROME BARI NAPLES

1 % of coverage of the annual solar thermal plant
covering demand for ACS 68.1 83.66 88.14 89.60

2 % of coverage of the annual demand of the
photovoltaic system 75.66 89.95 93.13 94.30

3 Global primary energy demand (kWh/sqm year) 256 166.83 143.22 127.43

4 Renewable energy (kWh/sqm year) 164.83 126.10 114.58 105.24

5 Global energy performance
(kWh/sqm year) 91.17 40.73 28.63 22.19

6 Energy Class D.M. 26/6/15 A4 A4 A4 A4
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3.3. Temporary Buildings for Hospital Intended Use

The project proposal concerns temporary buildings intended for re-usable healthcare
in emergency scenarios [67], including in armed conflicts [68]. These are recurring and
world-wide emergency scenarios [69]. Within this theme, the study shows how it is possible,
starting from the project requirements set out in Section 2, to create a building structure [70]
capable of dealing with the health emergency [71] caused by the explosion of landmines in
post-war theatres. It is sufficient to consider that this phenomenon involves, on a worldwide
scale, one third of the states, and moreover, that mines are the leading cause of victims in
conflicts, and finally, that this problem is not limited only to the duration of armed conflict
but, because of the dissemination of these explosives in a territory, there are still many
victims for many years after the end of hostilities [72]. It is therefore considered necessary
to think of an ad hoc health facility.

In this case, too, the design proposal is based on the research of the module. It must
be aggregated, thus allowing us to obtain complex functional–spatial articulations, and the
differentiation of the interior furniture that can be predefined for each module, depending
on the function of the same within the functional blocks. The basic module capable of
satisfying these characteristics was considered to be the container. It satisfies both the
characteristic of transportability and easy displacement; its structure is relatively light and
easily adaptable to the needs of internal use; moreover, it allows the realization of more
complex functional–spatial structures.

The single module is repeatable and allows the creation of multiple combinations
according to different needs, and also considers the fact the existing containers are charac-
terized by modular structures that allow the creation of structures that can be opened on
different sides, depending on specific design elaborations. Therefore, to characterize the
typology more appropriate to the planning elaboration, this study analyzed the geometrical
characteristics of the existing containers in commerce.

On the market, there are four categories of containers of standard dimensions, de-
signed for transport and handling, namely, the container box, the high cube container, the
open-top container, and the flat rack container. As explained and illustrated in Section 2,
the project research identified three modular structures: A, B, and C. Modular unit A
was obtained from the dimensional configuration given by the flanking of two open-top
20′ containers, at the major side, with the elimination of the two adjacent side walls, as
described in Figure 21.
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Modular unit B was obtained by the addition of module A at the lower side, using a
total of four open top 20′ containers, in this case also with the elimination of the adjacent
internal walls, as seen in Figure 22.
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Modular unit C was obtained by the addition of module B, at the lower side, using a
total of eight open-top 20′ containers, in this case also with the elimination of the adjacent
internal walls, as shown in Figure 23.
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Regarding the height of the module, to comply with the regulatory requirements of
minimum internal height of the premises and also obtain a functional space for the plant,
the design study plans to modify the open-top container. The modification consists of
superimposing the same structure with the same dimensions in planning and having an
equal height of 115.7cm, as can be seen in Figure 24.
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It should be noted that this maintains the same characteristics as the requirement for
transportability. The modules can be transported individually and then assembled and set
up on-site.

The open-top 20′ container, which, depending on the module, can be aggregated in
different multiples, is planned in three conformations: with two walls, one closed and one
with openings; with two walls, both closed; or with a closed wall and a wall equipped
with door.

The piece necessary to ensure the internal height of the project reaches a height of
115.7 cm, it is always equipped with a roof, and it is provided in configuration with two
closed walls. The measurements of the three modules A, B, and C, identified as repeatable
design structures, are shown in Table 6, while the dimensional ratios between them are
shown in Figure 25.

Table 6. Measurements of modules A, B, and C.

Modules Sizes A, B, and
C

Measures Module A Module B Module C

Length 6058 mm 12,166 mm 12,166 mm

Breadth 4876 mm 4876 mm 9753 mm

Total height 3748 mm 3748 mm 3748 mm

Lower structure height 2591 mm 2591 mm 2591 mm

The structure of the module consists of a base divided into two parts: the supporting
frame and the floor. The frame is made with four steel C-shaped perimeter profiles, facing
outwards, and C-shaped steel beams arranged transversely concerning the length of the
base module. There are also four welded angular steel elements equipped with a 6 mm
thick eyelet for lifting. The floor above the members is made of plywood treated with
phenolic resins with a thickness of 21 mm and a PVC sheet with a thickness of 2 mm, as
illustrated in Figure 26.
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Figure 26. Structural elements of the module.

The perimeter vertical closures consist of four uprights (angular profiles) in steel
with a thickness of 6 mm and self-supporting vertical trapezoidal sheet. The insulation of
the casing is made of a high-density polyurethane foam contained between two hot-dips
galvanized sheets with a thickness of 4 mm; the total thickness of the closure is 76 mm
corresponding to the major side and 87 mm corresponding to the minor side of the module,
as shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27. Construction details of the locking package.

The internal partitions are made in the same way as the vertical closures, having a
total thickness of 10 cm or 12 cm if they act as a plant housing. The upper horizontal closure
consists of the frame and cover. The frame is made of welded steel profiles with a thickness
of 3 mm, while the cover is made of self-supporting corrugated sheet with a thickness of
1.2 mm, as shown in Figures 26 and 27. The false ceiling consists of sandwich panels in
high-density polyurethane foam contained between two sheets of 4 mm galvanized, with a
thickness of 12 cm, welded to the perimeter beams.

Having identified and described modules A, B, and C of the project from the geo-
metrical and structural point of view, possible functional–spatial compositions are now
outlined, depending on the specific needs of the premises of the sanitary facility. Examples
of functions that can be appropriately placed in Type A, Type B, and Type C modules
are presented.

The type A module can respond to the need to find suitable spaces for the clinics,
as can be seen in Figure 28. The figure illustrates two types of practice. The medical clinic
(type 1) is used for visits to patients prior to an intervention or to verify the path of
healing and discharge. Inside this room, there is a patient bed, a desk with seats, and
furniture accessories such as cabinets and shelves for sanitary equipment and storage of
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any equipment. Surgical surgery (type 2), although it is not an operating room, is the one
where one intervenes in the patient to perform small operations and minor dressings.
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Figure 28. Spatial configurations of possible clinics with type A module.

This module features a cot with enough working space for healthcare personnel,
dedicated toilets, a desk with seating and cabinets, and accessory shelving for the storage
of sanitary equipment, monitors, and other equipment.

The type B module can respond to the need to find adequate spaces for first aid in
green or red areas, as shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29. Example of acceptance in the green area with type A module.

The type C module can respond to the need to find adequate spaces for first aid in the
red area, as shown in Figure 30. This room is used for intensive emergency care dedicated
to patients evaluated in red code by the triage of the emergency room. It hosts spaces for
patients’ beds, with suitable space for use and passage, the space to allow the necessary
monitoring to each, the space for the position of the doctor–nursing, so that the operator
can constantly check the state of the course of the patients, the space for a desk with a
seat dedicated to the doctor, and auxiliary furniture such as cabinets for equipment and
medical devices.
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Figure 30. Example of acceptance in the green area with type C module.

Three possible healthcare solutions demonstrate the flexibility of the design choice.
Each example consists of the assembly of modules A, B, and C of the project and the use of
local materials for the finishes and exterior coverings, which are only examples and may
vary depending on the territorial context in which you work. Morphology and geometry
of the structure are examples of how different structures can also be realized in function
of the climate and territory. The three structures were set in climatic areas with tropical,
subtropical, and desert climate.

In Figures 31 and 32, the floor plan and the renderings representative of the first sani-
tary structure are illustrated with the arrangement of the modular elements, the functional
blocks, and the connections between these.
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In Figures 33 and 34, the floor plan and view are representative of the health care
solution 2.
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In Figures 35 and 36, the floor plan and views are representative of the third possible
sanitary structure solution designed.
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In a similar way to the other design solutions for the emergency, also for that one
dedicated to healthcare facilities, this study set itself the goal of thinking about energy-
efficient solutions both for reasons of comfort and to minimize consumption. It was decided
to study, from the point of view of energy analysis, the ten states recognized by the WHO
(World Health Organization) as being most affected by the emergency of landmines. The
countries in question are Somalia, Mozambique, Egypt, Afghanistan, Angola, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Kuwait, Cambodia, Iraq, and Iran.

They were also divided into smaller areas, if the climate of the territory differed
particularly from one area to another, while they were studied as a whole if there was a
sufficiently homogeneous climate. Having analyzed the climatic specificities of the different
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countries under consideration, it was decided to carry out the energy analysis on module
A, module B, and module C, considering the most energy-intensive project characteristics
for each one, to perform a cautionary energy simulation concerning real consumption. The
three modules were analyzed in each of the above regions.

The conditions for the analysis of the module are as follows:

- it is considered isolated because it can be used individually and therefore with four
exposed walls;

- minimum external air exchange volumes in the number of 5 and minimum hourly air
changes in the number of 25 are provided;

- a maximum relative humidity of 30% and an expected internal temperature of 26 ◦C
are considered;

- the following lighting characteristics are assumed: the design illuminance of 1000 lux,
the UGR (unified glare rating) of 19, the uniformity of illuminance of 0.60 and the
color rendering index of 90, or the minimum values of the operating room;

- the operating consumption of the machinery is taken into account by referring to the
consumption of the TAC, which is a machine of constant use with higher consumption
or daily consumption equal to 113 kwh for 24 patients per day.

The same plant characteristics for modules A, B, E, and C are as follows: controlled
mechanical ventilation with double flow. The system is able to treat, filter, heat or cool the
outside air, ensuring the constant exchange and the recovery of the heat of the exhaust air.
The advantages of this type of system also include control of the air flow, the possibility
of using a heat recovery unit, the possibility of control over the quality of the air renewal,
and the control of air velocity in the environment. The ventilation and heat recovery
unit have a remote control of the recovery and automatic control of summer free-cooling
and winter free-heating. It has a capacity of 172 mc/h and a housing area of 50 sqm.
The air conditioning of the rooms is guaranteed a mixed air–water system because it is a
system suitable for use in fractional structures in different environments, where a targeted
regulation can be carried out in a single room. The air participates in the control of humidity
and the filtration of the plant, while the water feeds the thermal exchange of temperature
of the rooms.

We use systems with low values of difference between the temperature of the fluid and
that of the environment or radiant systems that, combined with the system of controlled me-
chanical ventilation, ensure the right cooling down, cooling, dehumidification, and purifi-
cation. The system planned in the project is the radiant ceiling system installed in the false
ceiling. The ceiling fan coil have a heating power of 10 kW and a cooling power of 7.2 kW,
equipped with polypropylene filters. The dimensions are 298 mm × 569 mm × 627 mm.

The system is powered by an air–water heat pump composed of an external generator
placed in a special technical compartment, where the fluid at very low temperature can
absorb heat from the outside air. The latter is then subjected to compression and condensa-
tion inside the plant, and consequently, its temperature is significantly increased. In this
way, when it arrives at the internal unit, the fluid releases the accumulated heat, heating the
water in the pipes. The envisaged heat pump has a minimum heating capacity of 2.8 kW,
maximum of 5 kW, and nominal of 5 kW; for cooling, it has a nominal capacity of 4.5 kW.
The dimensions of the outdoor unit are 740 mm × 950 mm × 330 mm. The energy analysis
was carried out with the Termus software (Vers. 42.00, ACCA Software S.p.A, Avellino,
Italy) [73] because it allows one to insert all the input climate data manually. Assuming
that for each module, A, B, and C, the goal was to achieve the energy class A++, following
the European standard, the minimum surface area, and, consequently, the relative number
of photovoltaic panels to be installed to be able to satisfy the energy requirement in order
to guarantee the energy class indicated above was performed for each area studied. It is
planned to install high-performance monocrystalline silicon photovoltaic solar panels with
a copper base that allow more energy to be converted over time; the dimensions of the
single panel are as follows: 1168 mm long, 998 mm wide, and 46 mm thick, with a peak
power of 360 W.
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Table 7 shows the energy analysis in the different regions and the relative number of
photovoltaic panels in module A. The same is in Table 8 for module B and in Table 9 for
module C. The energy assessment is made considering the normal energy uses in hospitals,
precisely an average of 0.38 kWh/m daily, corresponding to 12.16 kWh daily for Module A,
22.45 kWh daily for Module B, and 44.9 kWh per day for module C. To meet the needs of
large hospital equipment such as magnetic resonance imaging and CT scans, which each
consume up to 113 kWh per 24 patients per day, a number of photovoltaic panels whose
surface area is greater than the available area of the module’s coverage are required; so, in
order to allow the module falling into energy class A++, an extra number of panels will be
required, which must be installed on the roofs of the adjacent modules. Tables 7–9 provide
the number of panels to be installed according to the localities concerned.

Table 7. Photovoltaic solar panels needed to module A to have an energy class A++.

State City Min. N◦ Panels Min. N◦ Extra Panels

Somalia Bosaso 7 5

Somalia Hargheisa 8 4

Somalia Mogadiscio 7 5

Somalia Baydhabo 7 5

Mozambico Pemba 7 5

Mozambico Quelimane 6 6

Mozambico Beira 6 6

Egitto El Cairo 8 4

Afghanistan Mazar-i-Sharif 10 2

Afghanistan Bamyan 10 2

Afghanistan Kabul 10 2

Afghanistan Kandahar 10 0

Angola M’banza-Kongo 6 6

Angola Luanda 6 6

Angola Huambo 8 4

Bosnia Erzegovina Neum 10 3

Bosnia Erzegovina Sarajevo 10 2

Kuwait Al-Kuwait 11 1

Cambogia Phom Penh 7 5

Iraq Sulaymaniyya 9 3

Iraq Rutbah 9 3

Iraq Mossul 12 0

Iraq Baghdad 12 0

Iran Rasht 9 3

Iran Tabriz 10 2

Iran Ahvaz 11 1
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Table 8. Photovoltaic solar panels needed to module B to have an energy class A++.

State City Min. N◦ Panels Min. N◦ Extra Panels

Somalia Bosaso 15 13

Somalia Hargheisa 16 12

Somalia Mogadiscio 14 14

Somalia Baydhabo 13 15

Mozambico Pemba 12 14

Mozambico Quelimane 13 15

Mozambico Beira 12 16

Egitto El Cairo 17 11

Afghanistan Mazar-i-Sharif 20 8

Afghanistan Bamyan 21 7

Afghanistan Kabul 21 7

Afghanistan Kandahar 25 3

Angola M’banza-Kongo 13 15

Angola Luanda 12 16

Angola Huambo 16 12

Bosnia Erzegovina Neum 18 10

Bosnia Erzegovina Sarajevo 20 8

Kuwait Al-Kuwait 22 6

Cambogia Phom Penh 15 13

Iraq Sulaymaniyya 19 9

Iraq Rutbah 19 9

Iraq Mossul 24 4

Iraq Baghdad 26 2

Iran Rasht 18 10

Iran Tabriz 21 7

Iran Ahvaz 23 5

Table 9. Photovoltaic solar panels needed to module C to have an energy class A++.

State City Min. N◦ Panels Min. N◦ Extra Panels

Somalia Bosaso 40 24

Somalia Hargheisa 41 23

Somalia Mogadiscio 38 24

Somalia Baydhabo 40 15

Mozambico Pemba 38 26

Mozambico Quelimane 36 28

Mozambico Beira 33 31

Egitto El Cairo 43 21

Afghanistan Mazar-i-Sharif 50 14

Afghanistan Bamyan 50 14

Afghanistan Kabul 51 13

Afghanistan Kandahar 60 4
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Table 9. Cont.

State City Min. N◦ Panels Min. N◦ Extra Panels

Angola M’banza-Kongo 36 28

Angola Luanda 34 30

Angola Huambo 41 23

Bosnia Erzegovina Neum 45 19

Bosnia Erzegovina Sarajevo 49 15

Kuwait Al-Kuwait 53 11

Cambogia Phom Penh 40 24

Iraq Sulaymaniyya 47 17

Iraq Rutbah 47 17

Iraq Mossul 58 6

Iraq Baghdad 62 2

Iran Rasht 45 19

Iran Tabriz 52 12

Iran Ahvaz 55 9

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The above research aims to contribute to the sustainable design of temporary buildings
in emergencies, and is divided into two fundamental parts: on one hand, the analysis and
identification of the requirements that must be placed at the base of the design research
described in Section 2, and on the other, the real design experimentation is described in the
case studies. The first part starts from pre-project considerations and is based on the study
of the criticalities and deficits found in actual emergencies.

The second part more specifically concerns the design. It is more articulated, translates
into the project, and develops the requirements identified in the first part of the study,
such as settlement in the territory, energy efficiency, transportability, and reuse, assumed
in the project proposals. It proposes a range of possible solutions, each with their own
specificity and originality of response, both from the technological–constructive point of
view of the techniques and materials, and from the point of view of the underlying theory
of prefabrication. This last one, historically, was born and consolidated starting from two
conceptual lines: parts or models. The first was theorized by Gropius, the second by Le
Corbusier [74].

In the first two case studies, the CLT was chosen as a prefabrication material be-
cause of its sustainability characteristics. In these two case studies, the satisfaction of the
requirements leads to the development of design research in the identification of basic
technological modules, to be produced in prefabricated form. It is a development of the
philosophy so-called by parts.

The search for the geometry and therefore the correct dimension of the basic modular
elements is complex because its identification represents the intersection set of different
fields. The first field is related to the speed of production and its cost, which requires
that the abacus of the pieces is limited. For example, producing more parts means taking
more time and more cost of production; it also has repercussions on the ease of assembly
on-site: the more diversified the abacus of the more complex parts will be the assembly
operations. A second field is tied to the optimal exploitation of the space of the means
of transport in which these pieces will be allocated: the container. A third field is linked
to the time of assembly: in fact, the smaller the size of the base module, the more time
will be require for the assembly in situ; but at the same time, on the other hand, this will
better facilitate handling, especially in inaccessible areas. A fourth field is related to the
composition of the technological modules in plan and elevation, to allow the composition
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of the spaces of the different environmental units and their aggregation to form different
housing units. The third case study, in which it was chosen to use the container as a
prefabricated modular element suitably modified and equipped inside, is a development
of the so-called philosophy for models. In this case, there is the search of the base module,
but the latter is not two-dimensional, but spatial.

The search for the basic modular elements is, however, also in the latter case, complex.
The complexity is different from the first two cases because it is exclusively linked to the
functional use of the spaces. It allows a higher mounting speed than the previous cases. It
is characterized by less flexibility of the spaces that are predetermined by the minimum
size of the container chosen as the basic module, that is, the minimum modular unit. In
the case of emergency buildings for hospital use, however, the possibility of equipping the
basic module in the factory and the possibility of transporting it directly as a container itself
allows us to minimize the assembly and disassembly times of the sanitary structures for
the emergency and, at the same time, guarantees the rapid activation of hospital operations.
In all the case studies, the design issues related to the fulfillment of the requirements,
in the particular settlement in the territory, transportability, and re-usability that refer to
aspects of ease and timing of installation, played a fundamental role and were the starting
point for the design development of the technological modularity of the prefabricated
elements, which could then be coherently combined with the research of functional–spatial
modularity. Future development of this research could be oriented to the deepening of the
cost analysis; here, this is not specifically addressed.
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